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The omission of any particular building, feature, view or space within this Appraisal
should not be taken to imply that it is of no interest.

(Guidance on Conservation Area Appraisals February 2006).

INTRODUCTION
The Purpose of a Character Appraisal
Derbyshire Dales District Council (DDDC) has an
approved programme to review its existing
Conservation Areas (32 in total) and to consider
other potential areas in their administrative
boundary for conservation area designation, which
have usually been identified, by the Town or Parish
Council. As part of this programme Longford was
due for consideration in 2008/9.

This includes consideration of the following
factors:• Context
• Origins and development.
• Archaeology
• Architecture and building materials
• Landscape Setting
• Character of buildings and related spaces
• Neutral / negative factors
• General condition
• Pressures for change
• Policy and legislation
• Boundary review

In 2007 Longford Parish Council approached
Derbyshire Dales District Council in respect of
consideration being given to Longford as a potential
Conservation Area. The Parish Council also
submitted a draft document to DDDC entitled
“Longford -Proposal for Conservation Status”
which is included in Appendix 1. This document
included a map with an area outlined for
consideration. This area is referred to as the ‘Study
Area’ for the purposes of this Appraisal. The extent
of the Study Area is shown on the aerial photograph
in Figure 2

It should be noted that when considering the
designation of a Conservation Area, the restriction
of potential development within the area is not a
factor and reference in this regard should be made
to the relevant national and local planning policy
guidance and legislation which are applicable
following designation. The relevant policies and
legislation which would apply to development in a
Conservation Area, are outlined in more detail in
Section 9 of this document. Similarly it is not
appropriate to include large areas of landscape
purely to create a ‘buffer’ around an area, unless
there are significant historic or archaeological
reasons for the inclusion of that land, which are
inexorably linked to the historic development of the
area.

An initial assessment of the Study Area was
undertaken by the District Council in early 2010.
Whilst it was recognised that Longford had
undergone a number of changes to land and
buildings within the settlement and contained a
relatively high percentage of 20th century
properties, there still appeared to be sufficient
historic and architectural features within the area for
considering
potential
Conservation
Area
designation. The further assessment is via this
formal Appraisal document.

Conservation Areas are designated under section 69
of the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation
Areas) Act 1990) and Local Planning Authorities
shall “from time to time determine which parts of their area
are areas of special architectural or historic interest, the
character or appearance of which it is desirable to preserve or
enhance” and “shall designate those areas as conservation
areas”.

The purpose of undertaking this comprehensive
Appraisal is therefore to more clearly define those
elements which identify the special historic and
architectural qualities of the area and which would
enable Longford to be designated as a Conservation
Area. The Appraisal can act both as a guide for
owners and occupiers of buildings within the
potential conservation area and as a guide for the
local planning authority, as well as potential
developers, interested groups and individuals. The
contents, once approved will be a material
consideration when determining applications for
development, dealing with appeals or proposing
works for the preservation or enhancement of the
area.

The Council is obliged by section 71 of the same
Act to formulate and publish proposals for the
preservation and enhancement of any parts of their
area which are Conservation Areas. These proposals
are submitted for consideration to a public meeting
in the area to which they relate (Longford Public
Advisory Meeting is to be held in due course) and
the Local Planning Authority shall have regard to
any views concerning the proposals.

This Appraisal defines and records the special
architectural and historic interest of Longford as a
potential Conservation Area and identifies some
opportunities for enhancement. It follows the
model set out in English Heritage guidance
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SUMMARY OF KEY CHARACTERISTICS
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

There is a strong presence of narrow
watercourses – brooks, ponds, wetland,
ditches - linked to the creation of power
and used in the creation of water features.
The broad landscape is gently undulating,
with only hedgerows to restrict expansive
views.
Trees and vegetation along field margins
and watercourses, filters views and provides
wildlife corridors.
Formal tree planting within the historic
parkland to Longford Hall.
A number of specimen trees are evident in
the wider landscape.
Notable views across the area, especially of
the Church of St. Chad and Longford Hall.
Much of surrounding land to the village is
used for agriculture.
Archaeology – the presence of ‘ridge and
furrow’, the Roman Road and later road realignments.
The majority of the village is residential
with buildings facing onto the principal
vehicular routes.
Relatively large plot sizes with little ‘backland’ development.
Spacious, well maintained gardens to house
frontages.
A clear distinction between agricultural land
and formal ‘manicured’ domestic garden
land.
The predominant historic buildings date
from the 19th century.
Strong influence and connections with the
Coke family – Longford Hall, Stables &
Farm, Almshouses and estate housing.
Some iconic and landmark buildings
particularly the Mill House, the Cheese
Factory, Bupton Farm, The Pump House,
South Park Lodge, Longford Hall,
Longford Hall Stables and the Church of St
Chad.
Predominant building material – brick.
Some hand-made locally produced bricks
and 19th century diaper work evident.
A mixture of slate and clay tile roofs, some
include decorative detailing and there are
some instances of thatch.
Gables and dormer windows are a common
and distinctive architectural element, the
latter including a number of different
examples, eyebrow, catslide, hipped etc.

•
•
•
•

•

•

•
•
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Porches are a characteristic feature, many
integral to the original design of the
property.
Some examples of decorative eaves and
verges remain.
Chimneystacks and pots are a characteristic
element and provide interest against the
skyline.
Limited but impressive metalwork at
Longford Hall (gates) and also at the
Wesleyan Chapel.
Predominant window type is side-hung
casements particularly to vernacular houses
and cottages. Some remaining examples of
metal lattice windows.
Limited use of stone which is used
primarily on prestigious large buildings –
such as the Church of St. Chad and
detailing on Longford Hall.
Some building materials uncharacteristic to
this part of Derbyshire such as tile hanging,
timber cladding and ‘pebble’
construction/decoration, the latter linking
an historic connection to Norfolk.
A number of distinctive 19th century
bridges remain, constructed in stone and
brick
A lack of pavements provides a distinctive
rural character and helps to retain a sense
of containment / enclosure.

LONGFORD IN CONTEXT
Longford Parish boundary shown in red below
Derbyshire Dales
The Derbyshire Dales are located within the East
Midlands and form most of the western side of the
County of Derbyshire. The Derbyshire Dales
District covers an area of approximately 79,000
hectares (307 sq miles) and comprises some of the
most diverse and beautiful scenic areas in Britain.
The Peak District National Park covers over half
the area of the Derbyshire Dales and is responsible
for the planning functions in that area. Outside of
the Peak District National Park, Derbyshire Dales
covers approximately 33,000 hectares (128 sq miles)
of land with a total population of around 45,000.
Within the District itself there are 32 Conservation
Areas and around 1330 listed buildings.
The majority of the District is rural in character and
comprises attractive areas of countryside
interspersed with a large number of villages and
hamlets. The main settlements within the District
are Matlock (population 9700), Wirksworth
(population 5200) and Ashbourne (population
7000).
There is a definite contrast in landscape ranging
from rugged uplands in the north to the softer
fertile agricultural land in the south. Equally there is
a diverse range of building materials; from the
creamy pink sandstones, buff grit-stone, grey-white
limestone and charcoal grey slates found
predominantly in the north; to the warm orange-red
brick, bluish hues of Staffordshire tiles and crisp
brown, sepia thatch, brick and timber framing
found further south.

The Study Area (see Figure 2)
The Study Area does not include the entire Parish
of Longford but concentrates on areas to the north
and south of Long Lane, the latter on an east-west
alignment between Alkmonton and Thurvaston.
On the northern side of Long Lane the Study Area
includes Longford Hall, St Chad’s Church,
Longford Park and the buildings associated with
Longford Hall Farm. To the southern side of Long
Lane, the Study Area includes development which
extends to either side of Main Street, and those
properties along Sepycoe Lane. Buildings and land
either side of Longford Lane, including parts of the
former settlement of Bupton has also been assessed.
The Study Area includes the majority of the village
settlement, although there are further residential
properties along Longford Lane towards Lower
Thurvaston and outlying farms and individual
houses beyond, which have not been assessed or
included in this Appraisal.

Location
The parish of Longford lies in the south-east of the
Derbyshire Dales District and its southern and
eastern boundaries border with South Derbyshire
(See Figure 1). The Parish covers a much larger area
than the Study Area under consideration in this
Appraisal. The Parish extends north as far as
Rodsley and Hollington and to the east and south
lies close to the villages of Thurvaston and Sutton
on the Hill. To the west of Longford Parish lies
Alkmonton.

Population
The Study Area is primarily residential. From
information taken from the 2001 Census, Longford
Parish has a population of around 321 residents. It
has a slightly higher percentage of residents aged
between 25-64 and over 65 than the national
average and a lower than national average of
persons under 25. Of household types those
households with dependent children was slightly
higher than the national average, although lone

The area is predominantly rural as are the
surrounding areas, although the villages lie in
relatively close proximity to the city of Derby.
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Bridge over river SW of Longford Mill – Grade II
Bridge over Mill Tail of Longford Mill – Grade II
The former Cheese Factory – Grade II
Longford Mill, Longford Lane– Grade II
Chapel House Farm, Thurvaston Lane – Grade II
Marsh Farm, Thurvaston Lane – Grade II
Longford Grange (The Rectory), Long Lane – Grade II

parents with dependent children was significantly
lower. All pensioner households are higher than the
national average, whilst households with no car
facility was significantly lower (5.6% of total
households compared with 27% national average).
Tenure
Owner–occupied households were significantly
higher (90%) by comparison with 68% national
average. In terms of tenure non were rented from
housing associations etc,. although a small
percentage were privately rented. Health within the
Parish was generally much better than the national
average, especially considering a slightly older
population. Educational results in the Parish were
also slightly higher than the national average at A
level standard and higher.

The listed buildings within the Study Area are
shown on Figure 3.
Conservation Area Status
A Conservation Area is an “area of special architectural
or historic interest the character or appearance of which it is
desirable to preserve or enhance.”
Conservation Areas can be designated by the local
Council, the County Council, English Heritage, or
the Secretary of State. In Derbyshire Dales District
(outside the National Park) there are 32
Conservation Areas. Some of these conservation
areas have boundaries, which continue into
neighbouring administrative areas. However
Longford is contained totally within the
administrative confines of the Derbyshire Dales
District Council and currently has no Conservation
Area status.

Employment
Unemployment in the Parish is lower than the
national average and the number of people
economically active is the same as the national
figures. Compared to 1.5% of the total workforce in
England being employed in agriculture, forestry and
fishing industries, the percentage in the Parish is
19.6% (31 workers) Managers, senior officials and
skilled trades are the majority occupations, with a
significantly higher percentage than the national
average.

Local Planning Authorities should have evidence
about the historic environment/heritage assets in
their area; maintain or have access to a Historic
Environment Register (held by Derbyshire County
Council) and use evidence to assess heritage assets
and the contribution they make. Conservation Area
Character Appraisals can significantly contribute to
this evidence base. Hence the information
contained within this Appraisal is designed to fulfil
the above considerations for Conservation Area
designation.

Statutory Designations
Listed Buildings
Within the Parish of Longford there are 22
buildings given national recognition by being
included on the ‘List of Buildings of Special
Architectural or Historic Interest’ i.e. ‘listed
buildings’. Buildings are ‘listed’ by English Heritage
in conjunction with the Department of Culture,
Olympics, Media and Sport.
Church of St. Chad – Grade I
Cross at Church of St Chad– Grade II
Pair of Table Tombs – Grade II
Pair of Table Tombs – Grade II
Longford Hall - Grade II*
Longford Hall Gate and Gate Piers – Grade II*
Longford Hall Garden House – Grade II
Longford Hall Gasworks – Grade II
Longford Hall Kitchen Garden walls – Grade II
Longford Hall Icehouse – Grade II
Longford Hall Farm Nursery Cottage – Grade II
Longford Hall Farm Former Stable block Grade II*
Longford Hall Farm 1760 Barn – Grade II*
Longford Hall Farm Cowshed - Grade II
Longford Hall Almshouses – Grade II
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LONGFORD IN THE
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Listed Buildings

22

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Nursery Cottage
Kitchen garden walls
Gasworks
Barn at Longford Hall Farm
Cowsheds to north west of Stable block
Stable block and Coach House
St Chads Church
Churchyard Cross, Church of St Chad
Pair of Table Tombs 13 yards south of St
Chad's Church porch
10 Pair of Table Tombs 20 yards south east
of St Chads Church porch
11 Longford Hall
12 Gates and Gatepiers to east of Longford
Hall
13 The Garden House, Longford Hall
14 The Longford Almhouses
15 Bridge over River to south west of
Longford Mill
16 Longford Mill and attached Weir
17 Longford Cheese Factory
18 Bridge over Mill Tail at Longford Mill
19 Ice House to Longford Hall

33
11

44
55
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2. Origins & Development
•

• Topography
Historical Development

corner to the east of the present main street of the
village of Longford.

ORIGINS & DEVELOPMENT
This is not intended to form a definitive history of Longford
but provide a brief overview of its evolution and development.

It is possible that the topography of this place and
the convergence of watercourses, historically, made
this area wet and susceptible to flooding. The
Roman engineers may have encountered this lowlaying wet ground and taken the necessary means to
create a causeway over the area. Whilst not a
recorded settlement (in 1086) in its own right it is
plausible that the name Longford derived from the
name given to this area as a consequence of its
susceptibility to flood and also contain low-laying
water. The passage over such an area may,
therefore, have become known as the ‘long ford’
representing a name synonymous with the length of
water (and wet land) to pass over when travelling
from east to west, or vice versa. This supposition is
borne out as late as the mid 19th century. The tithe
map of 1840 shows that there was no road or
highway connecting Bupton with Longford when
approaching from the south east and, indeed the
brook had to be forded. This fording point or place,
possibly of ancient origin was rendered redundant
when the stone and brick bridges adjacent to the
mill and cheese factory were constructed in the mid
1840s.

The earliest, known, references to Longford as a
place identified in its own right is in the mid 12th
century in connection with the de Longford family.
The settlement of Bupton however, which is now
only a small part of Longford village, has a longer
history and is recorded in the Domesday Book of
1086 as ‘Bubendene’ (translated as Buppa’s Hill). Its
existence in 1086 gives it a history that is likely to
have emerged in the late Anglo-Saxon period.
Going back further in time a major Roman Road
passed through the immediate area forming a
straight line running east to west. Its alignment and
location are known to this day and can be traced on
the ground and from aerial photographs. This is
‘Long Lane’ and parts of the Roman Road are still
in use today. Of the length that runs through the
parish of Longford later road re-alignment has
diverted it from its strong east-west axis. This will
be discussed later.
Of even earlier history is the formation of the local
topography and its river courses which helped to
form it. In this area four small rivers or brooks run
north to south and converge in the area now
occupied by the mill pond. From the north is the
Shirley Brook, from the east the Brailsford Brook
and from the west the Yeaveley Brook. A fourth
water-course (the Longford Brook) runs north to
south almost parallel to the Shirley Brook.
Travelling southwards all these brooks/water
courses reduce to two then converge as one heading
down to Sutton on the Hill (and known as the
Sutton Brook). These brooks and watercourses
flow through a relatively flat plain with little
undulation and no significant hills.

It is impossible to know if the church used by the
priest, mentioned in the Domesday Book, is a
reference to a lost church in the vicinity of Bupton
of if it was the predecessor of the current parish
church of St Chad. The visible fabric of the present
church has nothing that can be dated to before early
12th century, however, an earlier structure could
have been built on this spot in the Anglo-Saxon
period. The dedication to the 7th century Bishop of
Lichfield may provide a clue to its origins. In terms
of distance the current church is a substantial
distance from the settlement core of Bupton,
however, in the village of Brailsford the church is
also remote from the historic village core. Perhaps
the first church builders were careful to site the
church on land that was not susceptible to flooding
or low-laying water.

The present village is centred on four principal
roads – Long Lane, Main Street, Longford Lane and
Sepycoe Lane. The latter is an interesting name
whose origin and meaning is unknown. It is
possible it was a surname to a family who lived
along the lane, however, further research is
required.

The fabric of the church of St Chad is of early 12th
century date with alterations and additions made in
the 14th and 15th centuries (including the tower). It
was extensively restored in 1846.

The record within the Domesday Book gives the
earliest details of Bupton as a settlement. It is
recorded as having a priest (and therefore a church)
and a mill. Any history of Longford (the current
village name) has to begin, therefore, with Bupton.
Today the area of the village known as Bupton is
essentially centred on Bupton Farm on a roadside

Longford Hall is inextricably linked to the evolution
of the settlement. It is possible that the de Longford
family had a house on the site of the current Hall,
however, there are references to a lost moated site
in the proximity of Bupton. It is recorded that the
de Longford family (taking their name from the
area) were established in the area during the reign of
5

(referred to as ‘The House’) which still exists in the
arable field to the east of the Hall.

Richard I (1189-1199). The last of the Longford
family died in 1620. Soon afterwards the manor
became the property of the Coke family. The last of
the direct line of Coke’s of Longford died in 1750
and the manor passed to a nephew Wenman
Roberts who in 1759 took the name of Coke.
Wenman Coke died in 1776. He was succeeded by
Thomas William Coke (1754-1842) who was created
1st Earl of Leicester of Holkham in 1837. The 2nd
Earl (1822-1909) retained the Hall and estate but
appears to have lived primarily at Holkam. The
Coke family eventually sold the Hall and estate to
Sir Charles Markham in 1920.

Six almshouses (for three poor men & women)
were founded under the will of Sir Robert Coke
who died in 1687. The current almshouses are
located in a wooded copse to the south east of the
Hall. These are built of brick and appear to date
from the early-mid 19th century. It is possible that
they were built on the site of the 1687 almshouses.
The present almshouses were occupied until the
1950s. They have, since that date, fallen into ruin.
During the mid 19th century the Coke family
instigated the re-location of the road running east to
west. This road was not the Roman road (which had
been abandoned and re-aligned) but, most probably,
the road laid down in the Anglo-Saxon/early
medieval period. The tithe map of 1840 clearly
shows this former alignment. In travelling east to
west the old road passed the Ostrich Inn then
veered north westerly and travelled westwards
towards, and immediately south of, the Almshouses
and another Inn (located opposite the Almshouses).
The road then veered south westerly to join the
current road. The ‘new’ (current road) which
replaced this allowed the parkland to the south of
the Hall to be increased and traffic moved further
away and out of sight. At the same time that this realignment was undertaken the bridges linking
Bupton and Longford near the Mill were
constructed. This mid 19th century period also saw
many of the buildings in the settlement re-fashioned
(or newly built) in a distinctive ‘estate’ type style. In
brief this includes tall chimneystacks, dormer
windows, shaped barge-boards and some lattice
windows. The old Smithy is dated E C 1866 (Hon E
K W Coke) in its brick gable providing
confirmation of the period in which much of this
‘estate’ work took place.

19th

It was during the later
century that other
members of the Coke family occupied Longford
Hall. In the 1870/80s it was the seat of Hon E K W
Coke and in the 1890s by Hon. Henry John Coke.
The Hon. E K W Coke was responsible for paying
(entirely) for the new school.
By 1940 the Hall was owned by H Arthur Manners
and in 1942 suffered a serious fire. The house was
re-habilitated by the early 1960s and passed to the
Barnes family who sold the Hall in 2004.
That this was the site of the home of the ‘Longford’
family is borne out by the fact that the original
house (some fabric of which still survives) was of
the early 16th century, perhaps replacing an earlier
timber-framed house. This brick house with an
(assumed) double courtyard, was re-fashioned,
under the instruction of Wenman Coke, by the
Derby architect Joseph Pickford (1734-1782) in the
early 1760s. Pickford introduced sash windows and
a balustraded parapet amongst other works of recasting giving the house a ‘Georgian’ appearance. At
the same time it is believed he produced designs for
the stableblock (with its fine Classical detailing and
important stabling interiors). Pickford may also
have been responsible for the other brick barns to
the north of the stableblock (one of which is dated
in the brickwork ‘W C 1760’). The walled Kitchen
garden further north also dates from this time.

The tithe map depicts the ‘Vicarage’ immediately to
the west of Longford Hall. This had been
demolished by 1880 (1st edition OS map). This
edition shows the ‘Rectory’ (now known as
Longford Grange). This new Rectory is not
depicted on the 1840 tithe map and was, therefore,
built after 1840. Its architecture suggests a date of
the 1840s/early 1850s.

There is a reference to the Longford family being
granted a licence to enclose a park in 1251 or 1258.
The ‘Park’ to Longford Hall is clearly identified on
the 1840 tithe map and confirms the presence of a
park from the medieval period. The 1840 tithe map
indicates that a ‘canal’ was created to the south of
the Hall (utilising one of the brooks passing through
the park). This straight, linear, water feature is
reminiscent of the early-mid 18th century. By 1880 it
has been re-modelled to form a more natural
looking body of water in front of the Hall. The tithe
map also indicates the location of the ice house

As described above the tithe map of 1840 is the
earliest, accurately plotted, map of the settlement
providing a ‘picture’ of Longford at that time. This
is followed by the highly accurate Ordnance Survey
(1st edition) large-scale map of 1880. Apart from the
road re-alignments as described above, the
settlement evolved little in the intervening 40 years.
The 2nd edition Ordnance Survey map of 1901 also
6
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on the site. This has now partially dried but a pond
remains to the west of ‘The Glen’. This gives some
insight into the underlaying geology of the area and
the fact that the water table is very high.

depicts very little change in terms of development.
The two ordnance Survey maps were accurate
enough to plot many (not all) of the trees planted
within Longford Hall Park and the village itself.
Those within the ‘parkland’ were clearly planted in
groups and individual trees to create a landscape
based on the ideals of ‘Capability Brown’. It is
possible that the landscape gardener William Eames
may have been employed by the Coke family to
create and enhance the parkland setting of the Hall.
Eames is known to have undertaken some
landscape gardening works at the Earl of Leicester’s
other country house at Holkham Hall in Norfolk in
1801-03. Unfortunately many of the individual and
groups of trees identified on the OS maps have,
during the later 20th century been removed (either as
a result of their health or to accommodate more
intensive farming methods on the land). The area
immediately south of the Hall retains the greatest
number of ‘parkland’ trees and planting.

The new cemetery (to the east of the Lodge) was
laid out in the early years of the 20th century. The
timber lych-gate was constructed as a memorial to
the fallen of the First World War.

In May 1870 England’s first purpose built cheese
factory was constructed adjacent to the brook
immediately south of the Mill. The factory was
managed by Cornelius Schermerhorn. The factory
which closed in the 1960s was converted to a
residential property in 1999.
In 1875 a meeting room was constructed on the
north side of Pump Cottages for the villagers to use.
This was most probably paid for by Hon E K W
Coke. In 1892 the Hon Henry John Coke built a
brick Lodge at the entrance to the Hall drive (his
initials can be seen in the stone date plaque).

Cemetery lych-gate – c.1919/20
The 3rd edition OS map (1922) does not depict any
new buildings in the village since 1901. Whilst it is
probable that one or two properties were
constructed between 1922 and 1939, these are
difficult to identify, in terms of architectural
style/date. The post-Second World War period
from circa. 1950, has brought about the largest
extent of new development within the settlement.
The building chronology map (Figure 8) illustrates
the number of buildings which post date 1950. The
majority of this ‘modern’ development follows the
alignment of the road network and some
development can be described as ‘infill’. In the late
20th century a small cul-de-sac or back-land
development occurred to the west of Clematis
Cottage.

Datestone to Lodge with the initials of Hon. Henry John
Coke
The 1901 OS map depicts an ‘L’ shaped body of
water to the west of School House Farm. The 3rd
edition OS map of 1922 depicts a ‘gravel pit’
immediately south of this body of water indicating
that small scale industrial activity was taking place
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